


More on BEAVER & KONSTRUKTA  Some brief notes on
parts thought to be KONSTRUKTA were given in 6/129 and an
ad from 1952 was noted in 19/554. The main new items to
hand are the still strung KONSTRUKTA No.1 set mentioned in
OSN 6; a  BEAVER No.1  like  the one in  OSN 6,  again  still
strung,  courtesy  David  Hobson;  and  a  largely  complete
BEAVER No.2, kindly lent by Malcolm Hanson.
HISTORY  As  mentioned  in  6/129,  BEAVER  seems  to  be
related to KONSTRUKTA. A Parts List for KONSTRUKTA, not
known before,  is  included in the manual  for  the No.1 Outfit
(the page in question is on the OSNL web site) and it contains
36 parts, 10 of which have an 'A' suffix. There are 2 Illustrated
Parts Lists in MCS for BEAVER. One has 34 parts, all, with a
few  minor  differences,  from  the  KONSTRUKTA range,  and
numbered 1-34; the other has 29 parts, 1-29, with 4 new parts
and among those dropped are the Gears.

There is nothing positive to say which system came first
but from the above it seems most likely that BEAVER followed
KONSTRUKTA with initially most of the latter's parts (I'll call it
Phase 1), and then the range was simplified & revised (Phase
2). Other indications of this order are the colour cover of the
BEAVER manual which doesn't really look pre-1952, and the
BEAVER A/B which, unlike its KONSTRUKTA counterpart, has
a slotted hole. No Phase 1 set is known but the No.4 BEAVER
models in MCS would need parts not in Phase 2.

All that is known of the KONSTRUKTA set structure is the
No.1  set  and,  from  the  OSN  6  manual,  a  No.4.  The only
references to a BEAVER Phase 1 set are the No.4 models in
MCS.  As  they  need  parts  not  in  Phase  2,  the  No.4  was
probably quite similar to the KONSTRUKTA No.4. The present
Nos.1 & 2 BEAVER sets have the same '29 part' manual and
are thus considered  Phase 2.  A No.4 outfit  is  mentioned in
said  manual  but  the models  in it  are for Sets 1-3 only, and
inventories are given for Sets 0-3. A No.3 set, probably from
Phase 2, has been reported.
THE PARTS  The PNs of the 36 parts in KONSTRUKTA are
1,2,4-27,  plus  10  with  suffix  'A'.  #3  is  not  used  but  should
logically have been a 3h Strip.  As already mentioned,  there
are 34 parts in Phase 1 BEAVER and they have counterparts
in  KONSTRUKTA,  but  are  now  numbered  1-34,  and  in  a
different order. Not included are the Wheel Disc & the Hank of
Cord.  Some of  the BEAVER parts show changes  - the A/B,
and the Flat Bracket which replaces the 2h Strip, both have a
slotted hole; the shape of the wire Screwdriver is changed; & a
Spandriver replaces the Spanner. The 29 BEAVER Phase 2
parts  have  PNs  1-29  with  many  changes  to  the  Phase  1
numbering. The new parts are a Flanged Sector Plate, a 5*5h
Perforated  Plate,  a  Collar,  and  a  Pulley  with  Tyre.  Those
dropped are the 5h Formed Strip, the Flat & Double Brackets,
the 1" Loose & 3" Pulleys, the Gear & Pinion, the Coupling,
and the Screwdriver.

All the parts are listed below, KONSTRUKTA first and then
the new/changed BEAVER ones. The details have come from
the Sets already mentioned, the OSN 6 'KONSTRUKTA' lot, &
a mixed lot, thought to be BEAVER, that included 2 Flanged

Sector Plates. Many of the parts can be seen in the photo of
the KONSTRUKTA box in the last column, the BEAVER Phase
2 Illustrated Parts below, & the models shown.

The KONSTRUKTA Parts  • Holes. 12.7mm pitch, 4.1mm
Ø, with a few up to 4.2mm. • Bosses. Brass, 4.1mm bore, 3⁄8"
Ø except the 3" Pulley,  s/t  5⁄32" BSW, with a narrow, shallow
ring of peening. • Quality. The parts are well made and nicely
finished  but  one  side  of  the  bore  in  the  boss  of  the  Road
Wheels is too small to admit the Axles. • Colours. Compared
with  MECCANO  colours  the  green  parts  match  the  1950s
shade;  the red are slightly darker  than the '60s colour.  The
Axles, Crank Handle, Hook, Tools, Brackets, &
2h Strip are nickeled.  • Strip parts. 2,5,11,21h
Strips; DAS; SAS; & a green  5h Formed Strip
which can be seen in the snip from the Tower
Wagon  right  (from  the  OSN  6  manual).  The
ends of the 2h are fully radiused; the others at .
28" r, not quite. • A/Gs. 11 & 21h. Green, 13½*
13½mm,  with  all  round  holes  and  rounded
corners.  • Brackets. the A/B is made from the
2h Strip; the D/B is 14¼mm wide o/a.  • Flat &
Angle Trunnions. At 1mm the metal is thinner than in other
similar 5h ones sometimes found.  • Flanged Plates. The 5*5
& 5*11h both have small corner radii. One of several 5*5h in
the OSN 6 lot  is  a distinctly  darker  red.  • Pulleys. 1". The
same 28mm discs are used for the Fast & Loose versions –
they are distinctive with the centre (about 13.5mm Ø) raised
slightly. The vee is about 4mm wide and the Loose one has a
5⁄16" Ø boss, 1½mm deep with a bevelled edge.
The  3",  painted  gloss  black,  is  shown  right.
The slots are 17mm long, & the boss is ½" Ø. •
Bush Wheel. The disc is steel, 1½" Ø, painted
red.  • Balloon  Road Wheel. Blue, 38mm Ø &
9mm  wide.  •  Gear & Pinion.  Adding  to  the
description in OSN 6, both are brass & run well together at 2h
centres. • Coupling 1". The two examples seen in the OSN 6
parts  are only 19mm long.  Both are  3⁄8" Ø brass but one is
nickel  plated. Both have two s/t  holes at  3⁄8" centres but the
tapping holes in the nickel one go right through. • Axles. 1½,
2½,3½,4½" long,  4.07mm  Ø  with  sheared  ends,  slightly
bevelled. • Crank Handle. 5.0" long o/a with a 3.6" shank & a .
9" handle offset .7"; it is 4.03mm Ø with square sheared ends.
• N&B.  plain  steel,  5⁄32"  BSW  (but  3  BA also  listed),  with  a
square Nut, 8.1mm A/F & 2½mm thick, & CH Bolt, 6.0mm Ø &
6½mm u/h. • Spring Clip. Just like MECCANO. • Wire Hook.
2.4mm  wire,  29½mm  long  o/a.  • Screwdriver.  4mm  wire,
116mm long o/a.  • Spanner.  76mm long o/a with no centre
piercing.  • Not seen: the  8h Wheel Disc, & Hank of Cord.  •
Motor. In the OSN 6 manual it is at 'A' in the Dynamo model
shown  later,  and  is  called  the  “Konstrukta”  12  volt  electric
motor.

The New & Changed BEAVER Parts   Phases 1 & 2 are
denoted by B1 & B2. The B2 range is shown below – as on
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the back of the manual, but slightly rearranged.  • Holes. B2.
4.3mm with a few down to 4.2mm.  • Bosses. B2. Bores 4.2-
4.3mm. The Bush Wheel boss is 5⁄16" Ø, d/t, & only about 5⁄16"
long. • Colours. B2. the red is the same but the green is very
slightly darker. •  Brackets. B2 (& B1 probably). The A/B has
one 7mm slotted hole, & is probably made from the (unseen)
Flat Bracket.  • Flanged Sector Plate.  It  has straight  ends,
fully radiused corners, and 6¼mm slotted holes in the flanges.
• 5*5h  Perforated  Plate.  Red  with  fully  radiused  corners.
• Pulleys. B2. the centre is less raised and about 12½mm Ø.
• Pulley with  Tyre.  Not  seen  but  probably  the  standard  1"
Pulley.  • Bush Wheel. B2. As before but the disc is brassed
steel,  and  the boss  5⁄16" Ø,  as already described.  • Balloon
Road Wheel. B2. gloss black.  Collar.  5⁄16" Ø &  5⁄16" long, d/t.
• Axles. B2. Square sheared ends: 2½,4½" long, 4.02mm Ø,
in Set 1; 2½,3½,4¼,5¼", 4.09mm Ø in Set 2. • Crank Handle.
B2.  4.06mm  Ø.  • Wire  Hook.
B2.  1.6mm wire,  28½mm long
in Set 1; 1.8mm wire in Set 2. •
Screwdriver. B1. Its manual illustration is shown to the right.
• Spandriver. B2. 74mm long with a 4.2mm wide tip.  •  N&B.
B2: brassed steel, 5⁄32" BSW (but possibly 4 BA in Set 2), with
a square Nut, 7.9mm A/F & 2mm thick, and RH Bolt, 7.1mm Ø
& 6½mm u/h.
The KONSTRUKTA No.1 SET   The box is dark red, 11*14¼
*¾",  with  a  label,
right,  9*63⁄8".  The
parts on their card
have already been
shown  (there  is
symmetry  left  &
right  apart  from
the Bush Wheel &
Loose Pulley). Ex-
cept  for  the  N&B
in the little box, &
the  bossed  parts
which  push  into
holes in the card, the parts are attached by either black Cord
(to be kept & used in the models), split paper clips, or, for the
Axles, the Spring Clips from the Set.

The contents of the set are: 2,4,4,4 of 21,11,5,2h Strips;
2  SAS;  2  DAS;  a  5*11h  Flanged  Plate;  4  A/Bs;  2  D/Bs;  2
Trunnions, 2 Flat Trunnions; 4x 1" Pulleys; a 1" Loose Pulley;
a Bush Wheel; 4 Road Wheels, 1,2 of 1½,3½" Axles; a Crank
Handle; a Hook; 5 Spring Clips; 18 N&B; a Screwdriver; & a
Spanner.

The manual is a single sheet folded to give 4 landscape
sides  270*202mm,  all  printed  in  B&W.  The address  on  the
front below (p1 in MCS/NZ) is THE KONSTRUKTA MFG. CO. 14,

Vesey Street,  BIRMINGHAM,  4.  On the  back  (MCS p3)  are  8
numbered paragraphs of elementary instructions, and a list of
the 36 parts in the system, 24 of which are in the No.1. Inside

are 5 models from SMALL POWER PRESS to EXCAVATOR, with
a photo and parts list for each. One of the pages is shown in
MCS and includes the best model, the SMALL POWER PRESS.
On the other page is a reasonable CRANE WITH (Cord around
a Pulley) BRAKE.  No Set  No.  is  given anywhere but  all  the
N&B  in  the  Outfit  are  used  in  several  of  the  models  so
presumably they were intended for the No.1. Strangely though
the Road Wheels  are not  used at  all,  even for  a Tip Truck
(Lorry)  -  1"  Pulleys are used instead, so perhaps the Road
Wheel was not in the system when the models were built.

The  OSN  6  KONSTRUKTA MANUAL  The  size  of  the  8
photocopied,  unnumbered  pages  to  hand  is  268*192mm
landscape, and there is a model on each, with a Parts List &
brief  constructional  notes.  In  alphabetical  order  they  are:
LIFTING  BRIDGE,  OVERHEAD  GANTRY  CRANE  (the  No.4
BEAVER  model  in  MCS),  PEDESTAL  DRILLING  MACHINE,
SEWING MACHINE, STEAM TRACTION ENGINE (the other No.4
BEAVER model  in  MCS),  SWIVELLING GANTRY CRANE,  and
TOWER WAGON. Also  ....  DYNAMO (the first part of the name
has been torn away but it's a steam engine driving a 'dynamo'
(the electric  motor  driving the model).  Part  of  this  model  is
shown below 85% f/s, with underneath, at 60% f/s, the Sewing
Machine  (the  Inset  isn't  very  clear  but  shows  the  Coupling
being flipped up by a Spring Clip on the horizontal shaft). All
the models are simple but I think quite attractive. Most need
30 to 40 N&B, but two require 59. --->>
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PHASE 2 BEAVER SETS  As already mentioned the Phase 2
manual  contains  inventories for  Sets  0-3 and photos  of  the
sets (p6 in MCS/FB). All are in packed in the same style with
each main part individually attached to a card, or 2 cards for
the 2-layer Nos.2 & 3.

The main parts in the Sets are as follows.  No.0: a 5*5h
Flgd Plate; 8 Strip parts; & 2 Road Whls.  No.1: 2x 5*5h Perf
Plates,  8  Strip  parts,  2  A/Gs, a 1" Pulley, & 4 Road Whls.
No.2: 2x 5*5h Perf Plates, 2x 5*5h Flgd Plates, 22 Strip parts,
6 A/Gs, a Bush Whl, 4x 1" Pulleys, & 4 Road Whls.  No.3: 6x
5*5h Perf Plates, a 5*11h & 2x 5*5h Flgd Plates, 1 Flgd Sector
Plate, 24 Strip parts, 6 A/Gs, a Bush Whl, 4x 1" Pulleys, & 4
Pulleys with Tyres. Sets 2 & 3 have 2 each of the 21h Strip &
A/G. The 4 sets have 20, 30, 72, 84 N&B. The contents are
progressive  except  that  the No.0  has  a 5*5h Flanged Plate
and 2x SAS, parts which next appears in the No.2; the No.1
has 4x 5h Strips whereas the others have only 2; and the 4x
Road Wheels in the No.2 are replaced by Pulleys with Tyres in
the No.3. The odd thing is the paucity of 5h Strips in the larger
sets – the No.3 has 12x 11h but still only the 2x 5h.
The Phase 2 BEAVER No.1 SET  The box is a medium red
and measures 8¼*13¼*7⁄8".  The lid,  printed in colour,  is  just
like  the  manual  cover  shown  below  except  that  the  white

border is red and there is a red 'SET No 1' label stuck over the
Instruction Book panel. The main parts are tied, individually as
with the KONSTRUKTA No.1, to a light yellow card with dark
red  cord,  and  the  Spring  Clips  and  N&B are  in  a  3½*1¾"
red/white SUNDRY PARTS box glued to the card. The contents
correspond to the inventory in MCS except that  there are a
few extra N&B.

The manual has 16 pages including covers, 217*143mm,
and the cover  is  shown in  the last  column.  The 18 models
included are for Sets 1-3 but on C2 (p2) it is said that 'This
Booklet has been prepared to illustrate the many and various
models which can be constructed from the No.4 Beaver Set'.
p2 also has the address, The Rutland Plastics Ltd., Oakham,
Rutland,  Telephone:  Oakham  178,  and  p3  is  all  about  the
Beaver Club with a slip to tear off to join (and thereby tear in
half  one of  the models  on the back of the page).  Also 'The
Beaver Creed': 'To do some things better than they have ever
been done before, to model for the love of it, to originate, to
look ahead to the future,  to be an example,  and to learn to
master circumstances'. Advice was offered to Club members
and notification of model competitions to be held occasionally.

There are 6 models for each Set with a good photo and a
parts list for each. For No.1: TRAILER on p4 to AEROPLANE on
p6; No.2: BREAKDOWN LORRY on p7 to WINDMILL on p9; and
No.3: TOWER BRIDGE WITH SHIP on p10 to DRILLING MACHINE
on  p14.  None  of  the  small  models  resemble  any  from  the
KONSTRUKTA No.1 manual,  and really none for  any of the
sets are very wonderful – similar is some ways but arguably
not as good as VOGUE, though one or two of the small ones
are quite similar. The remaining pages remind one of VOGUE
too, with photos of the sets and the contents of Sets 0-3 on
C3, and the parts in colour on a vivid yellow ground, as shown
already, on C4. But who copied who?
The Phase 2 BEAVER No.2 SET   The box is like the No.1
but larger, it scales at about 9*29", & has the same size 'label'
printed centrally on the red lid. The one remaining parts card
is light yellow as in the No.1 & apart from a few missing items
the contents are as would be expected. As already mentioned
the manual with it is identical to the one in the No.1.

Snippet – New System: ENTECH  Not Eitech this time,
ENTECH. A number of little 'one model'  sets with this name
have been sold on Ebay for a £1 or two each since late last
year, mainly from the UK.

4  typical  lids  are  shown  here  –  along
their tops is 'ENTECH mini's' [sic] followed
by a category, either 'automobiles',  'bikes',
'trucks', or 'flying machine'. Under ENTECH
is Engineering Technology, and under  the
category is  the model  name,  both in  tiny
letters. At bottom right is an Item No.

The sets  seen so  far  are listed  below,
asterisked  if  illustrated,  with  the  name/
probable Item No./number of parts.

Flying Machine:    Airplane*,  1370 71;
Helicopter, 1371, 60; Bi-Plane, 1372, 72.

Automobiles:  Car*, 1373, 65; Racer Car, 1374, 65; Sand
Buggy, 1375, 67.

Trucks:   Flat Bed*, 1376, 64; Small Pick-Up, 1377, 43.
Bikes:   Thunder, 1379, 82; Classic*, 1380, 82.

    So it looks as though there may be
several more sets in the series.
    Most of the main parts can be seen
on the lids  shown here, and with both
normal  and  Narrow  Strips  in  some
models, the parts look like MECCANO,
or  one  of  its  close  copies.  'Meccano
compatibility' was claimed in one Ebay
ad. The other models in each category
have the same colour scheme as those
shown here.
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    OSN 32/971 ENTECH:  S1 This is the last
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